Description

This adds a "new issue" javascript menu item that's available if you're logged in and have any project memberships. The menu displays a list of projects (and subprojects) with links to create a new issue for the selected project. You'll probably want to do some work on the CSS, and you may want to completely re-engineer the javascript, but this works for me.

Related issues:

- Related to Redmine - Patch # 2457: Different style of new issue/timelog inter... Needs feedback #009-01-07
- Related to Redmine - Feature # 1003: Allow "New Issue" from anywhere Closed 2008-04-05

History

#1 - 2013-03-17 16:26 - Daniel Felix
- Status changed from New to Closed

Closed as this one wont apply clear on the current trunk. The corresponding issue #1003 is closed too.

Files

- new_issue_anywhere.diff 3.79 KB 2008-04-08 Rocco Stanzione